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Abstract—Speech acts help in uncovering and understanding the communicative intention and behavior of a speaker utterance. This is pertinent for communication on any platform that embodies social media platforms like Twitter. This paper presents a supervised speech act (tweet act in our case) classifier for tweets for assessing the content and intent of tweets, thereby, exploring the valuable communication amongst the tweeters. With the recent success of Bi-directional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT), a newly introduced language representation model that provides pre-trained deep bi-directional representations of vast unlabeled data, we introduce BERT-extended that is built on top of BERT. Our model is based on calculating attention weights over the representations of tokens of a sequence to identify tweet acts. The proposed model attained a benchmark accuracy of 75.97% and outperformed several strong baselines and state-of-the-art approaches on an open-source, tweet act annotated Twitter dataset.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Various social media and micro-blogging platforms such as Twitter, MySpace, Facebook and Tumblr etc. have become immensely prevalent as communication tools among Internet users. With hundreds and millions of messages exchanged on a daily basis, these social networks form a dynamic and valuable source for studying the interests of individuals and for analyzing user generated contents. Among numerous social media platforms, Twitter is one of the leading micro-blogging services with people discussing current issues, sharing opinions, suggestions and views about various topics, sharing facts, information and news, writing about their life, asking for solutions to queries and so on. Twitter is being used in such a magnitude that in 2016, there were approximately 325 million monthly active users and more than 500 million tweets (status messages) were created on a daily basis [1]. Twitter’s enormous volume and its public nature has made it a prudent source of data to study user behavior and nature. Therefore, the crux of this paper is to analyze Twitter content, i.e., what people are tweeting about.

A reasonable amount of research has been carried out for analyzing the linguistic essence of tweets [2], [3], [4] but very little research has been carried out on understanding the pragmatics or semantics of tweets. Pragmatics capture the intended meaning of an utterance and look beyond the literal meaning. Thus, it captures and identifies the behavior and communicative intention of an user utterance. A very well known and accepted formalization for understanding pragmatics is called "Speech Act Theory", which was proposed by [5] and advanced by [6]. The theory introduced amongst various other features, a precise and a definite taxonomy of communicative acts known as speech acts [7]. Thus, the current paper primarily addresses the task of recognizing such speech acts in Twitter for studying the pragmatics and thereby understanding the tweet contents automatically.

The recognition of speech acts in an automated framework has compelling influences on Twitter and tweeters. For the Twitter itself, it helps to determine what constitutes a particular topic or subject with respect to speech acts and if there is a divergence in a specific topic. It helps in social media monitoring by diagnosing topic alteration or spamming. It allows the readers of the platform to follow and scan for a particular topic with the most beneficial speech act based on their needs. Consequently, it assists them to reduce their search space and allow them to become frequent readers amongst millions of tweets. It also provides a better sense of understanding for the tweeters of the user’s behaviour, attitude and general notion etc.

A wide-range of works have been carried out for analyzing speech acts in the context of dialogues known as Dialogue Act Classification (DAC) in computational linguistics which includes notable works such as [8], [9], etc. However, given the limited tweet length (now 280 characters, initially it was 140), noisy, unusual and peculiar nature of tweets makes it ineligible for employing typical data mining and information retrieval methods.

Recently, the introduction of BERT, a language representation model has established state-of-the-art results for a vast spectrum of Natural Language Processing tasks. However, there has been very little to no effort in exploring BERT with respect to data in electronic mode for eg., tweets. In this paper, we present a BERT based model named BERT-extended for the identification of tweet acts. Our proposed approach is based on calculating attention over the word representation obtained from the BERT model. This notion stems from the fact that not all tweet words or tokens contribute equally to the identification of a particular tag. Empirically, we show that our proposed approach outperforms several strong baselines and state-of-the-art models significantly.
The key contributions of this paper are the following:

- This paper presents a novel speech act classifier for tweets named as BERT-extended which is built on top of BERT;
- The model leverages from the calculation of attention over the word representation obtained from the BERT model for specific tweet acts to learn cumulative features pertaining to speech acts and Twitter;
- The proposed model attained state-of-the-art results for the task of tweet act classification.

Remaining of the paper is arranged as follows: Section II introduces a short formal description of the problem statement. Section III, gives a concise summary of the related works and the motivation behind solving this problem. The details of the proposed methodology has been demonstrated in Section IV. Section V presents the implementation details. The empirical results and the detailed analysis of the same are presented in Section VI. Lastly, the conclusion and the directions for future work are explained in Section VII.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The main objective of this particular task is to identify speech acts in Twitter, i.e., tweet act classification. Given a tweet $X$, the task is to assign the most appropriate tweet act (say $y$) among a set of tags ($Y = \{ y_1, y_2, \ldots y_i \}$ where $i$ is the number of tweet acts). Thus, it is a multi-class classification problem. Formally, it can be represented as

$$y = \arg \max_{y' \in Y} P(y'|X)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $P(y'|X)$ is the probability of assigning tweet act, $y'$, to the given tweet, $X$. We acknowledge the fact that in real-life situations this presumption may not always hold and that one tweet may demonstrate multiple speech acts. But because of the limited and short length of tweets, tweets with multiple speech acts are infrequent and exceptionally rare to obtain and thus, we consider this simplifying assumption competent in curtailing the complexity of the given problem statement.

III. RELATED WORKS

A. Background

An extensive literature survey was carried out to explore various work done on Tweet Act Classification. In [10], authors proposed Support Vector Machine (SVM) based approach to model the task of tweet act classification. They employed their approach on manually annotated data-set consisting of nearly 8613 tweets with the proposed tag-set of five tweet acts namely “Comment”, “Statement”, “Suggestion”, “Question” and “Miscellaneous”. Their model was based on manually extracted hand-crafted features from the tweets such as cue words and phrases which included maximum occurrences of unigrams, bigrams and trigrams, some non-cue words which included opinion words, emoticons, abbreviations etc. followed by some character based features such as twitter-specific characters and punctuations. Their proposed method achieved F1-score of 0.7. Later in [11], authors proposed Logistic Regression (LR) based speech act classifier for tweets. Their work also employed manually extracted features such as semantic level features which included speech act verbs, N-grams (typically unigrams, bigrams and trigrams), emoticons etc. followed by syntactic level features such as abbreviations, twitter-specific symbols and so on along with dependency subtrees and part of speech (typically interjections and adjectives). Authors of these work also manually annotated a data-set of nearly 7500 tweets with six tweet acts which are “Expression”, “Assertion”, “Request”, “Recommendation”, “Question” and “Miscellaneous”. They reported F1-score of 0.7 based on their approach.

In [12], authors presented first-ever and the only deep learning based tweet act classifier. Their approach was a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based model with SVM loss function to address the multi-class classification problem more efficiently. They also incorporated few hand-crafted features to boost the robustness of their proposed model. Along with it they released an open-source manually annotated data-set with seven tweet acts. More details of the data-set is discussed in Section V, since this data-set has been utilized to demonstrate the current work. In [13], authors highlighted the importance of identification of tweet acts and established it to be one of the elementary steps for detection of rumours in Twitter. In [14], authors proposed a multi-task approach for joint sentiment and tweet act classification. They aimed to demonstrate that transfer learning can be efficiently achieved between these tasks and analyzed some specific correlation between these two tasks in social media platform. Whereas, our work is purely based on learning a classifier for tweet act classification without any transfer learning or multi-task based scenarios.

Apart from these, identification of speech acts has been studied extensively for dialogue conversations starting from early 2000’s. In [8], authors presented varieties of approaches such as Hidden Markov Models, Neural Networks and Decision Trees to identify dialogue acts on a benchmark dialogue data known as the Switchboard (SWBD) [15] data-set. In [16] authors presented a Naive Bayes based dialogue act classifier. Later with the advancement of deep learning, several neural networks based approaches were widely proposed. In [9], authors presented a stacked Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) based approach on the SWBD data-set. In [17], authors presented a hierarchical encoder based approach to model the task of dialogue act classification. Other prominent works in this context includes those of [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23] etc. In [24], authors presented a semi-supervised approach to identify speech acts in emails and different forums. These works, however, use datasets that comprises of face-to-face or telephone data that can not directly aid in advancing work on endless data in electronic mode such as micro-blogging networks, instant-messaging, etc.

B. Motivation

Below are some observations that were made after an exhaustive literature analysis and these factors motivated us...
to study the task of tweet act classification:

- Few works that are done for tweet act classification employ considerable amount of manual feature engineering to formulate fine-grained hand-crafted and Twitter-specific features.
- The existing approaches make the entire process extremely tedious, time-consuming and inept.
- An even higher amount of robustness is required for the evaluation of tweets with regards to accuracy and precision.
- Tweets are replete with random coinages, spelling mistakes, collective usage of letters and symbols etc. Thus, existing approaches for Dialogue Act Classification (DAC) cannot be directly applied to the micro-blogging platform because of the noisy, informal and limited length of the tweets as opposed to the telephonic or face to face data-set used for DAC.
- Thus, there is clearly a dearth of works that address the task of tweet act classification as it forms a significant means for social content monitoring.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first introduce the BERT model concisely followed by the extended BERT-extended model proposed for our task.

a) BERT: BERT [25] is a multi-layered attention aided bidirectional Transformer Encoder model based on the original Transformer model [26]. The BERT model is pre-trained based on typically two strategies on large-scale unlabeled corpora, which are the Masked Language Model and the Next Sentence Prediction tasks. The input representation to the model is a concatenation of WordPiece embeddings [27], positional embeddings, and the segment embedding. Its processing can be outlined as a sequence of Multi-Head Attention, Add & Normalization, and Feed-Forward layers repeated N times (with residual connections [28]). For an input token sequence \( x = (x_1, ..., x_n) \), it outputs a sequence of representations as \( h = (h_0, h_1, ..., h_n, h_{n+1}) \) to capture pertinent contextual information for each token. A special classification embedding ([CLS]), denoted as \( h_0 \) is included as the first token and a special token ([SEP]), denoted as \( h_{n+1} \) is inserted as the last token. The basic architecture of the BERT model is shown in Figure 1. Several works such as [29], [30], extends the \( h_0 \) or the [CLS] token obtained from the pre-trained BERT model for sentence-level classification as

\[
P_y = softmax(h_0 W^T + b),
\]

where \( P_y \) represents class label probabilities and the predicted category can be obtained as

\[
y = \text{argmax}(P_y)
\]

where \( y \) represents the final classified category among set of labels.

b) Proposed BERT-extended: We extend the BERT model for the task of tweet act classification. Our model is based on the BERT outputted representations pre-trained over a corpus. To utilize these representations for the given classification task, we fine-tune it over our task-specific dataset. Let \( W_B \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times n} \) be the weight matrix obtained from the BERT model for a sequence of tokens, i.e., we ignore the [CLS] and the [SEP] token to obtain representation for each token, \( t_j \). Next, we perform a series of operations with these word representations to obtain an optimal sentence/tweet representation to classify the tweets. Our proposed approach is based on calculating the attention over the word representation obtained from the BERT model. The idea stems from the fact that not all words or tokens in a tweet are equally contributing towards identifying a particular tag. Thus, we eliminate less importance bearing words and put emphasis in determining those word representations that cumulatively aid towards classification of a tweet. The architecture of the proposed model is shown in Figure 2. The process is described as follows:

- The weight matrix \( W_B \) is normalized along every column to obtain values in the range of mod 1. Let the normalized weight matrix be \( W_N \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times n} \).
- Next, we compute the row-wise average of the normalized weight matrix \( W_N \) to obtain a weight vector say \( V_a \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times 1} \).
- We then calculate, cosine similarity or the dot product of the obtained vector \( V_a \) with the normalized word representations obtained from the BERT model. The notion is to eliminate representations below a particular threshold (average in our case) as the learnt representations do contain noises with respect to a particular tag. Let the obtained vector be \( C \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times n} \).

\[
C = (V_a^T \cdot W_N)
\]
We obtain the softmax of the weight vector $C$ to squash the range of values between 0 - 1 as tokens which are more contributing towards a specific tag will get higher values and vice-versa. Let the obtained weight vector be $\beta \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times n}$. This operation in a way computes the attention over the sequence of tokens in relation to a tweet act.

$$\beta = \text{softmax}(C)$$  (5)

- The final tweet vector representation $F \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times n}$ is obtained as

$$F = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (W_N \cdot \beta^T)$$  (6)

i.e., sum over column-wise product of $W_N$ and attention weight vector $\beta$.

- The tweet-level category probability, $P_c$, is obtained as

$$P_c = \text{softmax}(F \cdot W_c + b_c)$$  (7)

and the classified tag is obtained by,

$$t = \text{argmax}(P_c)$$  (8)

where $W_c \in \mathbb{R}^{\mid C \mid}$ and $b_c$ are the tweet-level classifier weight matrix and biases, respectively, and $\mid C \mid$ is the number of tweet acts.

V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

In this section, we first discuss the details of the dataset used followed by the experimental set-up.

- Dataset: We conducted experiments over an open-access dataset released by the authors of the paper [12]. In this particular work, authors released tweets of three different types which are **Long-standing**, **Event-oriented** and **Entity-oriented**, and picked up two topics for each of these three types for a total of six topics which are **Ursula K. Le Guin**, **Immigration and Travel Ban**, J. K. Rowling, **Gaza Attack**, **GifHistory** and **YesAllWomen**. These tweets were collected over a period of time and was archived in [https://www.docnow.io/catalog/](https://www.docnow.io/catalog/) to be used publicly. Authors utilized **twarc**\(^1\), a command line tool and Python library for archiving Twitter JSON data and gathered numerous tweets corresponding to the tweet IDs for each of the topics mentioned above. Along with it, they also introduced seven different categories of tweet acts

\(^1\)https://github.com/DocNow/twarc
Last night, I dreamed that the service component for my course was painting Ursula Le Guin’s house for her.

RT @ik_rowling: A 9-year-old Nigerian girl has written a book about the effects of terrorism on children.

RT @JoshBoltzIsDead: Instead of being mad at #YesAllWomen because you think it paints men as rapey misogynists you should be mad at men who do these things to women.

The Maiming Fields of #Gaza Even the BBC has shown films of the deliberate shooting of people who were standing harmlessly or running away, including children and journalists. The sniper-fire is mostly not to the head, with most of the wounds to the lower torso and legs.

RT @Duh_Mar_Rah: @MatthewACherry #GifHistory please I must know this story.

Will Trump rewrite the immigration order?

RT @narrynicotine: #yesallwomen

TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE TWEET FOR EACH OF THE TWEET ACTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tweet Act</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXPRESSION</td>
<td>Last night, I dreamed that the service component for my course was painting Ursula Le Guin’s house for her.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATEMENT</td>
<td>RT @ik_rowling: A 9-year-old Nigerian girl has written a book about the effects of terrorism on children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUGGESTION</td>
<td>RT @JoshBoltzIsDead: Instead of being mad at #YesAllWomen because you think it paints men as rapey misogynists you should be mad at men who do these things to women.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THREAT</td>
<td>The Maiming Fields of #Gaza Even the BBC has shown films of the deliberate shooting of people who were standing harmlessly or running away, including children and journalists. The sniper-fire is mostly not to the head, with most of the wounds to the lower torso and legs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUEST</td>
<td>RT @Duh_Mar_Rah: @MatthewACherry #GifHistory please I must know this story.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUESTION</td>
<td>Will Trump rewrite the immigration order?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHERS</td>
<td>RT @narrynicotine: #yesallwomen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

influenced from the works of [10], [11] which are “Statement”, “Expression”, “Suggestion”, “Request”, “Question”, “Threat” and “Others”. Table I shows an example tweet for each of the tweet acts. The distribution of the tags across the dataset is shown in Figure 3. A total of 7735 tweets annotated with these tweet acts were released. They performed a dataset split of 80% - 20% with the train and test set comprising of 6188 and 1547 tweets, respectively. Thus, we use the same train and test set for our experimentation so as to make a direct comparison with this work. For more details of the dataset and tag-set, refer to paper [12].

b) Experimental Setup: In the subsequent experiments, we use the pre-trained BERT model available from the paper [25]. This model comprises of 12 layers and the size of the hidden state is 768. The multi-head self-attention is composed of 12 heads for a total of 112M parameters. The following hyper-parameters were tuned to obtain the best results reported below:

1) a learning rate of 0.0001 was optimal,
2) a dropout value of 0.1 was ideal for our setting,
3) Adam optimizer was used for all the experiments

For the baseline models, kernel size of 3 with 64 feature maps has been used for the CNN layer whereas 90 hidden units have been used for the corresponding recurrent layer.

The dataset can be downloaded from https://github.com/sahatulika15/Tweet-Act-classification

TABLE II
RESULTS OF THE BASELINES, STATE-OF-THE-ART AND THE PROPOSED MODELS IN TERMS OF ACCURACY AND F1-SCORE. † REPRESENTS THAT THE RESULTS ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy †</th>
<th>F1-score †</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSTM (Baseline-1)</td>
<td>62.41%</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-LSTM (Baseline-2)</td>
<td>63.75%</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN-LSTM (Baseline-3)</td>
<td>64.84%</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN-GRU (Baseline-4)</td>
<td>64.51%</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN-Bi-LSTM (Baseline-5)</td>
<td>65.02%</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN-Bi-GRU (Baseline-6)</td>
<td>64.96%</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT (Baseline-7)</td>
<td>73.17%</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-LSTM-extended (Baseline-8)</td>
<td>66.27%</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT-extended (Our model)</td>
<td>75.97%</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

To analyze the performance of the proposed model, we compare it with several strong baselines and state of the art models in terms of overall accuracy and F1 measure.

a) Comparison with the Baselines: We compare our BERT-extended approach with the following baselines:

1) LSTM model (Baseline - 1): In this baseline, we only utilize the Long Short Term Memory layer with categorical crossentropy loss to report the results. We utilize the Glove embeddings to represent words;
2) Bi-LSTM model (Baseline - 2): In this baseline, we only utilize the Bi-directional LSTM layer with categorical crossentropy loss to report the results;
3) Convolutional and LSTM Model (Baseline - 3): This baseline has the N-gram convolutional followed by a LSTM layer with categorical crossentropy loss;
4) Convolutional and GRU Model (Baseline - 4): This baseline has a convolutional followed by a GRU layer with categorical crossentropy loss;
5) Convolutional and Bi-LSTM Model (Baseline - 5): This baseline has a convolutional layer followed by a Bi-directional LSTM layer with categorical crossentropy loss;
6) Convolutional and Bi-GRU Model (Baseline - 6): This baseline has a convolutional layer followed by a Bi-directional GRU layer with categorical crossentropy loss;
7) Original BERT model (Baseline - 7): Authors of the BERT paper recommend using the [CLS] token, i.e., the final hidden state $h_0$ for classification task as it represents a fixed dimensional pooled representation of the sequence/tweet. Thus, we simply use this pre-trained model fine-tuned over this dataset with a layer of hidden units without any other extension to report results for this baseline;
8) Bi-LSTM-extended (Baseline - 8): We use a single Bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) in place of BERT with our extended version to curate this baseline. This is done as besides providing the advantage, the BERT models are extremely computation intensive because of the presence of multi-layered Transformer encoders. This
baselines also highlights the importance and advantage of the proposed approach.

The results of all these baselines along with the proposed approach in terms of accuracy and F1 measures are shown in Table II. As is evident, the proposed BERT-extended model produced better results compared to all other baselines. This gain is rather intuitive as our model computes attention weights over the token representations obtained from the BERT model for identification of a particular tweet act. Our proposed model showed an improvement of almost 3% and 9% in terms of accuracy compared to the top two baselines 7 & 8, respectively. The contribution of the extended part of the proposed approach can be realized by comparing the baselines 2 & 8 as the extended part shows an improvement of almost 3% over the baseline 2. The F1-scores of individual tags for the top two baselines and the proposed model are shown in Table IV. Also, the confusion matrix of the proposed approach during testing is shown in Table V for a detailed analysis on the misinterpretation of tags. We also present some sample predictions during testing for the top two baselines and the proposed model in Table III. All the reported results are statistically significant as we have employed the Welch’s t-test [31] at 5% significance level.

b) Comparison with the State-of-the-Art: We have also performed a comparative study of the state-of-the-art models [10], [11], [12] with the results reported in the paper [12]. This is because we solely use this dataset to perform all the experiments in our work as we were unaware of any other open-access and sizable Twitter data annotated with its corresponding speech act at the time of writing. Table VI shows the results of all the state of the art approaches. As is evident from the table, our proposed BERT-extended model outperformed all other state-of-the-art approaches by significant margin.

c) Error Analysis: A thorough analysis was conducted to understand where our proposed model faltered. The possible reasons are as follows:

- **Imbalanced dataset**: One of the fundamental reasons being the skewed dataset, i.e., contribution of most the tweet acts in the dataset is very less with much of the representation from “EXP” and “STM” tags. Thus, its F1-score is relatively improved than rest of the tags as shown in Table IV;
- **Subset tags**: Tags such as “THT” suffer massively with respect to F1-score as majority of the tweets of
this category are subset of “STM” tags with the former being a fine-grained tag of the latter. For example, “RT @AviMayer: A new form of terror: farmland belonging to Kibbutz Nir Am, near Israel’s border with Gaza, goes up in flames” has been misinterpreted as “STM” instead of “THT”. Also, the number of instances of “THT” tag is relatively less in the released dataset. Similar confusions were noticed between classes where tweet such as “@jk_rowling would be amazing if @MerrynPippin could get her college fundme link RT’d by you http://t.co/AVSCT7nlv http://t.co/FRqleFHP3m” is mis-classified as “EXP” rather than “SUG”;

- **Miscellaneous**: Tag like “OTH” is also affected owing to the absence of any predefined structure of the tweet belonging to this category.

**The performance gain of the proposed BERT-extended can be attributed to the following**: (i) The presence of BERT embeddings which provides deep bi-directional contextual representations by multiple attention heads attending to different sections of input in parallel; (ii) The proposed approach is based on calculating the attention over the word representation obtained from the BERT model. It leverages from the elimination of less importance bearing words and learns word representations that cumulatively aid towards classification of a particular tag; (iii) The proposed BERT-extended seeks advantage from the joint optimization of these two significant layers to learn features pertaining to speech acts and Twitter.

**VII. Conclusions and Future Work**

In this paper, we present a novel model for the identification of speech acts in Twitter on top of BERT. We treat this problem as a multi-class classification problem and introduce BERT-extended classifier for the task. Our proposed model is based on calculating the attention weights over the token representations of a sequence obtained from the pre-trained BERT model. We compare our proposed approach with several strong baselines and state-of-the-art approaches. Our model attained a benchmark overall accuracy and F1 measure of 75.97% and 0.74 respectively.

In future, attempts can be made to boost the system’s efficiency in classifying the tweets with more precision and accuracy. An even fine-grained taxonomy can be curated to capture the communicative intention of the user in detail. Different other aspects of communication such as emotion and sentiment analysis can be integrated in the model in order to leverage from the state of mind of the tweeter.
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